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ORACLE USA, INC., et al.,
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Plaintiffs Oracle USA, Inc., Oracle International Corporation, Oracle EMEA Limited, and

2

Siebel Systems, Inc. (collectively, “Oracle”) and Defendants SAP AG, SAP America, Inc., and

3

TomorrowNow, Inc. (collectively, “Defendants,” and with Oracle, the “Parties”) submit this Joint

4

Discovery Conference Statement. The Parties jointly request that the Court schedule sixty

5

minutes on September 30, 2009 to discuss discovery issues.

6

1.

7

The Parties have continued to negotiate an amendment to the Stipulated Protective Order

8

in this case to permit SAP’s Insurers access to documents produced and labeled by Oracle in this

9

case as either “Confidential” or “Highly Confidential.” On August 18, Defendants provided a

10

revised proposal, to which Oracle responded on September 11. On September 22, Defendants

11

provided another revision, to which Oracle provided an email response. (The August 18 proposal,

12

September 11 response, September 22 proposal, and September 22 email response are attached

13

hereto as Exhibit “A.”) The Parties plan to meet and confer on the latest proposal and response

14

before the September 30 Discovery Conference. The next Settlement Conference in this case is

15

set for November 30, 2009 and SAP’s Insurers seek access to the subject documents sufficiently

16

in advance of that date. Thus, the Parties will further update the Court on the status of their

17

negotiations and, if necessary, will seek the Court’s assistance during the conference to resolve

18

any remaining disputes on this issue and assist the Parties in finalizing this amendment.

19
20
21

2.

Status of SAP’s Insurers’ Access to Oracle’s Document Production

Defendants’ Responses to Requests for Admission, Interrogatories, and
Requests for Production

Oracle’s Position: Oracle has been meeting and conferring with Defendants about a

22

variety of their insufficient discovery responses. Although Oracle is committed to completing the

23

meet and confer process, it expects that it will need to bring a motion to compel to obtain this

24

necessary discovery.

25
26

a.

Requests for Admission

As described in the August 18 Discovery Conference Statement and discussed at the

27

August 25 Discovery Conference, Defendants initially refused to answer Requests for Admission

28

that, if accurately answered, would serve a similar purpose to the extrapolation proposal about
1
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1

TN’s downloading and use of Oracle’s software on an individual fix-by-fix basis over time.

2

Oracle provided several descriptions in the prior Discovery Conference Statement; for example,

3

some of the RFAs asked Defendants to admit that certain detailed steps in TN’s development

4

process took place (a) each time TN developed a fix; (b) the majority of the time; (c) some of the

5

time; and/or (d) at least once.

6

The Parties have held extensive meet and confer calls since the August 25 Discovery

7

Conference (on August 28, September 4, and September 18), and have exchanged lengthy

8

correspondence. These discussions appear to have been partially successful: Oracle has agreed

9

to amend some aspects of its RFAs and Defendants have agreed to amend several categories of

10

responses. The Parties continue to meet and confer as to RFAs 6, 11, and 12-50 of Oracle’s Third

11

Set and as to some definitions, and have agreed they are at an impasse regarding RFAs 236-478

12

from Oracle’s Second Set.

13

As all of these RFAs are crucial to Oracle’s proof at trial, particularly given Defendants’

14

refusal to agree to an extrapolation stipulation, the Parties will request a date and briefing

15

schedule for a motion to compel at the September 30 Discovery Conference.

16
17

b.

Interrogatories

Oracle also has concerns about Defendants’ responses to Oracle’s interrogatories. For

18

example, in a response to an interrogatory seeking information about the sources of local

19

environments, Defendants made two assumptions in their referral to their document production

20

under Rule 33(d): first, that responsive material “should” be available in their production, and

21

second, that TN actually followed what Defendants contend was its policy to build environments

22

for a customer using that customer’s software media. Since Oracle’s interrogatory sought

23

answers about what TN personnel actually did in creating environments, not what they were

24

allegedly supposed to do pursuant to policies (which themselves are not identified), this response

25

is insufficient. As another example, Defendants have repeatedly refused to respond to

26

interrogatories seeking information about Defendants’ customer-facing website security, claiming

27

the information is irrelevant. But Defendants have not agreed that they will not claim at trial that

28

Oracle’s website security measures were somehow deficient, or showed a lack of concern about
2
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1

the intellectual property taken by Defendants. Without such an agreement, Oracle is entitled to

2

provide the jury with context about Defendants’ corresponding security efforts.

3

Oracle sent a detailed meet and confer letter to Defendants on September 11, describing

4

these and other issues with Defendants’ interrogatory responses. Defendants have not yet replied.

5

Oracle will continue to pursue meet and confer options and will report on their status to the Court

6

at the September 30 Discovery Conference, but, if sufficient progress has not been made given

7

the time remaining in the case schedule, will likely request that a motion to compel briefing

8

schedule be set at that time.

9
10

c.

Requests for Production

Similarly, Oracle has been meeting and conferring with Defendants regarding their

11

responses to Oracle’s Requests for Production. As the Court is aware, Defendants have

12

repeatedly taken the position that Oracle should be required to complete its production of certain

13

categories of documents, such as damages or copyright-related materials, by a date certain.

14

Oracle correspondingly has requested that Defendants complete their production of materials on

15

which they relied to prepare their pleadings in this case by September 29, and has asked them to

16

reconsider their previous refusal to produce documents relating to their affirmative defenses.

17

Oracle believes this is necessary to provide certainty as to which affirmative defenses Defendants

18

will pursue, and with what evidence.

19

In addition, although Defendants have refused to provide information relating to their

20

research and development costs, per customer projections and related data, and licensing practices,

21

their recent motion for partial summary judgment affirmatively relies on what SAP purportedly

22

would have been willing to do or not do in regards to a hypothetical license. This injects

23

Defendants’ state of mind, expectations, and experiences into the damages analysis. Moreover,

24

Defendants acknowledge in their motion that Oracle is entitled to seek infringers’ profits – a

25

concession that Oracle is entitled to discovery necessary to show SAP’s revenues and costs

26

related to the infringement, which Defendants have previously refused to provide. To this end,

27

Oracle requested that SAP produce the same type of financial information Oracle has produced

28

for SAP to evaluate Oracle's lost profits claim.
3
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Oracle included these and other issues in its September 11 meet and confer letter, to which

2

Defendants have not yet responded. The information Oracle seeks related to its hypothetical

3

license and infringers’ profits damages claims is not just responsive to Requests for Production,

4

however, but also Interrogatories and Targeted Search Requests. Oracle’s September 11 letter

5

requested that Defendants offer supplemental responses or produce documents in accordance with

6

a number of discovery requests identified in the letter.

7

Below, Defendants contend they may determine to not fully respond to Oracle’s concerns

8

due to the timing of Oracle’s request. But Defendants have repeatedly argued – indeed, in this

9

very Statement, see Sections 3, 8, and 9 – that Oracle should be forced to certify the completion

10

of its production or risk preclusion. Basic fairness requires Defendants comply with the same

11

standard.

12

As with the contested interrogatory responses described above, Oracle will continue the

13

meet and confer process and update the Court, but expects motion practice will be necessary. For

14

efficiency, Oracle suggests combining these issues, if necessary, with its motion to compel further

15

RFA and interrogatory responses.

16

Defendants’ Position: Defendants are likewise committed to continuing and completing

17

the meet and confer process regarding Oracle’s demands for additional discovery from

18

Defendants. Defendants remain cautiously optimistic that many of the following issues can be

19

resolved without Court intervention.

20

a.

Requests for Admissions

21

Defendants do not agree with Plaintiffs’ statement that Defendants have refused to agree

22

to an extrapolation stipulation regarding TomorrowNow’s service delivery process. Defendants

23

have attempted in good faith to reach agreement on a reasonable stipulation and, in fact, have not

24

received any substantive response to the last proposed stipulation that Defendants sent to

25

Plaintiffs. Regardless, Defendants confirm that Plaintiffs have agreed to revise and resend, and

26

Defendants have agreed to review and supplement their objections and responses to, Plaintiffs’

27

Requests for Admission Nos. 162-163 , 223-235 and 681-685 and 691-695 of the second set and

28

6 and 11 of the third set no later than October 5, 2009. Plaintiffs have agreed to revise and resend,
4
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1

and Defendants have agreed to review and supplement their objections and responses to, Requests

2

for Admission Nos. 496-680 of the second set no later than October 19, 2009. The Parties are

3

continuing their meet and confer communications regarding Requests for Admission Nos. 6 and

4

11 and 12-50 of the third set, as well as Plaintiffs’ definition of the term “Download.”

5

Defendants confirm that the Parties are joined in their dispute with respect to Requests for

6

Admission Nos. 236-478 of the second set and thus they intend during the discovery conference

7

to seek a hearing date and briefing schedule regarding those particular requests.

8
9

b.

Interrogatories

Defendants have properly relied on Rule 33(d) in response to Plaintiffs’ interrogatory

10

seeking information about the sources of local environments at TomorrowNow. Plaintiffs have

11

already presented a variant of this same argument in a prior motion to compel, which this Court

12

mostly denied. However, Defendants will continue to meet and confer on this issue consistent

13

with the guidance the Court has already given the Parties with respect to the proper application of

14

Rule 33(d), proportionality and balancing of burdens.

15

Plaintiffs have served multiple discovery requests seeking burdensome information and

16

documents related to Defendants’ website security. For example, Interrogatory No. 110 asks

17

Defendants to “[d]escribe, in as much detail as possible, any Defendant’s policies, practice, and

18

history of performing audits on any Customer or other Person’s use of any of Defendants’

19

Customer-facing websites, including, but not limited to, timing of such audits, selection of audit

20

targets, and audit results.” Defendants have consistently maintained that SAP’s security measures

21

are irrelevant to the issues in this case, including the issue of whether Plaintiffs adequately

22

protected their intellectual property. The parties are still meeting and conferring on this issue, but

23

to date, Plaintiffs have not established that this discovery is relevant, material or justifiable in

24

light of the burdens it would impose on Defendants in responding. Defendants intend to both

25

respond to Plaintiffs September 11, 2009 letter addressing this and other issues and to conduct

26

one or more meet and confer teleconferences on these issues prior to September 30th discovery

27

conference.

28
5
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Requests for Production

2

Plaintiffs’ September 11, 2009 letter addresses numerous discovery issues, some of which

3

Defendants believed were previously resolved. Other issues included in Plaintiffs’ letter are new

4

demands that have never before been articulated by Plaintiffs (e.g., that Defendants produce to

5

Plaintiffs financial reports comparable to those that Oracle was recently ordered to produce to

6

Defendants). Plaintiffs’ request that “Defendants complete their production of materials on which

7

they relied to prepare their pleadings in this case by September 29” was first made in their

8

September 11 letter. Defendants believe that the information relied upon to support the pleadings

9

they filed has, by and large, been produced during course of discovery. However, substantial

10

additional discovery is ongoing that overlaps with, and may corroborate and supplement, the

11

previously existing information upon which Defendants based their pleadings. It is impractical to

12

expect Defendants to parse out from the mass of discovery it has produced over the course of over

13

two years in this case the specific evidence that was available and relied upon for each of its

14

answers to Plaintiffs’ five complaints.

15

Notwithstanding the depth and breadth of the demands in Plaintiffs’ September 11, 2009

16

letter, Defendants are nevertheless diligently assessing Plaintiffs’ requests that Defendants

17

supplement prior discovery requests and produce additional documents. Defendants’ assessment,

18

however, will necessarily consider the late timing of Plaintiffs’ demands and the remaining tasks

19

that must be completed by all Parties in order to bring discovery in this case to a close by the

20

Court-ordered fact discovery deadline of December 4, 2009.

21

3.

22

Defendants’ Position: The parties continue to meet and confer regarding Defendants’

Pre-2005 Damages Related Discovery

23

request for Rule 30(b)(6) testimony on damages related topics for the pre-2005 time period. With

24

regard to customer-specific financial reports, on September 19 Defendants provided Oracle with

25

a list of 53 customers for which they believe insufficient damages related information has been

26

provided for the pre-2005 time period.

27

data Defendants seek for these customers is limited to cancellation information. Defendants

28

responded that same day, indicating that the deficiencies go beyond cancellation data and include

On September 21, Oracle requested confirmation that the

6
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1

all aspects of the data the parties agreed to exchange in the form of customer-specific reports,

2

including support fees paid by these customers. Defendants asked Oracle to confirm whether it

3

intends to stand by its position in its August 27, 2008 email that: "It will be simply too

4

burdensome to dredge up this information from inaccessible back-up copies of offline databases.”

5

Defendants believe that it would be time-consuming and expensive to catalog for Oracle

6

every piece of documentation that appears to be missing for each of these 54 customers. Nor is it

7

clear why Oracle needs such exhaustive information to determine whether it is willing to search

8

offline databases to determine what does exist. Defendants also contend that this is not a situation

9

in which cost-shifting would be appropriate. Defendants’ intent here is: (a) to give Oracle fair

10

notice of its position that absent production of the customer-specific data the parties’ agreed to

11

exchange, there is a failure of proof with respect to alleged damages for these customers; (b) to

12

give Oracle a final opportunity to produce this data; and (c) to ensure that Defendants are not

13

prejudiced by late production of this data.

14

Defendants first raised this issue more than a year ago, have devoted an extensive amount

15

of time to meeting and conferring on it, and have raised it at several discovery conferences.

16

Given the short amount of time remaining in discovery and the significant number of customers at

17

issue, Defendants request that the Court order Oracle to confirm within 10 days whether it will

18

search for and produce legacy data for these customers and, if so, the date by which the data will

19

be produced.

20

Oracle’s Position: The purpose of the customer-specific financial reports has always been

21

to supplement underlying customer contract evidence, not to act as a substitute. That is why in

22

December of last year, both Parties agreed to produce the customer-specific financial reports that

23

could be run from the parties’ current systems, as a “targeted search.” As Defendants themselves

24

wrote: “To the extent that you are requesting more than what is included in our sample reports, it

25

appears that you are asking for a special study and not a targeted search of pre-existing

26

information that can readily be produced. As such, it does not appear to be an appropriate subject

27

for a targeted search.” Notably, Defendants’ reports contain far less detail than the reports Oracle

28

has produced.
7
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For contract information that could not be supplemented by customer-specific financial

2

reports, the Parties were to calculate damages based on the extensive production of contract

3

documents.

4

At the last discovery conference, Defendants said there were approximately 55-

5

65 customers for whom they claimed Oracle had provided incomplete contract information, and

6

requested supplemental financial information to bridge the gap. At the hearing, Oracle indicated

7

it would certainly search for the missing information if Defendants would simply identify the

8

customers and the data they believed they needed and did not have. Aug. 25, 2009 Hr. Tr. 6:5-

9

15:5. This was necessary, among other reasons, because the data in question comes from legacy

10

systems that cannot generate a customer specific report, so manual searching for specific data is

11

required.

12

Because of the burden associated with accessing this data, the Court further noted that

13

“[i]t would seem to me if [Defendants] could be very specific, it makes more sense to do it on a

14

customer-by-customer basis and identify what information is missing in [Defendants’] view.

15

Then you confirm whether it was missing or not and what you've already produced.” Hr. Tr.

16

14:10-15. Defendants agreed to provide this information to Oracle.

17

Defendants said nothing further on this issue until September 19, when "Following up on

18

the discussion at the August discovery conference" they provided Oracle with a list of 53

19

customers. Defendants have still never provided the information they claim to need. Now, four

20

days later and again on the eve of filing this statement, Defendants simply say “we are referring

21

to the equivalent data that Oracle produced (in the form of customer-specific financial reports) for

22

the customers whose information exists on Oracle’s active systems.” Elaine Wallace’s September

23

21, 2009 email. In their statement, Defendants say it would be too burdensome to tell Oracle

24

what they believe they do not have. This is different from what the Court asked Defendants to do

25

and what Defendants agreed to do to help Oracle “bridge the gap.”

26

As Oracle noted during the last discovery conference, Oracle is willing to engage in the

27

extremely manual process of investigating and collecting missing contract evidence, once it has

28
8
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1

from Defendants the data they contend they need beyond the production of contract documents

2

for the 53 identified customers.

3

4.

4

The Parties have almost finalized an agreement that will slightly expand discovery related

Expanded Discovery on New Claims in the Fourth Amended Complaint

5

to new claims that were asserted in the Fourth Amended Complaint. Although the Parties’

6

agreements regarding the expansion of discovery related to Siebel were documented in their

7

submissions that led to Judge Hamilton’s order establishing the current case schedule, there are a

8

few other issues in the Fourth Amended Complaint, such as Oracle’s claims related to its database

9

products, that are not covered by the Parties’ agreements or any court order. To the extent that

10

the Parties are unable to finalize their agreements on this issue before the September 30

11

Discovery Conference, they may seek the Court’s guidance at the conference

12

5.

13

Defendants’ Position: Oracle has recently advised Defendants that it will be unable until

Logistics Related to the Conclusion of Fact Discovery

14

October 30, 2009 to produce documents for custodians Defendants identified in April 2009. If

15

Oracle takes a similar length of time (six months) to produce documents for the custodians

16

Defendants identified in May, July, and August, it will not complete its production before the

17

December 4, 2009 discovery fact cut-off. The same applies to any custodians identified between

18

now and October 2, 2009, the last day to identify custodians. Defendants position is that except

19

for very limited circumstances that should be agreed to by the Parties in advance of December 4,

20

all documents that either party is going to produce as part of fact discovery in this case shall be

21

produced to the other party before December 4, 2009. Defendants will continue to meet and

22

confer with Oracle regarding the parties’ respective document production schedules, but will seek

23

the Court’s guidance at the discovery conference regarding the Court’s preferences on the manner

24

in which the fact discovery portion of this case should be concluded so that the Parties can use the

25

Court’s input to hopefully finalize an agreement regarding those logistics.

26
27

Oracle’s Position: Defendants’ concern is based on an anomaly. Oracle has no concerns
about its ability to meet its production deadlines, and neither should Defendants.

28
9
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Since July 1, Oracle has produced documents for 10 of the 19 custodians Defendants

2

identified in April 2009. Oracle diligently collected data from the majority of these custodians,

3

but due to a miscommunication with its production vendor, some of the data was not sent to

4

Oracle’s counsel for review until recently. When Defendants inquired on September 15 about the

5

remaining April-identified custodians, Oracle stated that two would be produced by September

6

23, one by October 16, and the remaining 8 by October 30. Since that communication, Oracle

7

finished review of the custodian slated for production by October 16 and found there were no

8

responsive, non-privileged documents to produce for custodian Mary Anderson. In addition, in

9

the last few days, Oracle’s counsel has received final confirmation that data is not retrievable for

10

two of those 8 remaining custodians – Jordan Rowe-McCune and Kersten Knickerbocker, both

11

terminated employees. Oracle plans to produce data for the remaining 6 custodians shortly.

12

Defendants fail to mention that Oracle has produced other custodians far more quickly and

13

has been diligently prioritizing and producing documents for deposition witnesses according to

14

the 21 day rule. For example, after Defendants failed to identify an Oracle executive as a

15

custodian until 3 weeks before her deposition, Oracle prioritized and reviewed more than 35,000

16

documents and produced responsive materials in time for use at her deposition, as requested by

17

Defendants. Nor are these April custodians holding up the production of other, later-requested

18

custodians; on September 23, Oracle produced documents for several other later-identified

19

custodians (in addition to the two mentioned above), including individuals Defendants identified

20

as late as July 24, 2009.

21

Oracle will continue to meet and confer with Defendants regarding the Parties’ respective

22

document production schedules. Oracle does not believe that the current production deadlines

23

will be problematic to meet, and does not believe Court intervention is needed at this time.

24

6.

25

Oracle’s Position: As the Court is aware, as part of its claims, Oracle alleges that

26

Defendants illegally downloaded software and support materials from Oracle's Customer

27

Connection website. Several Customer Connection-related servers and systems reside in Oracle’s

28

Pleasanton Data Center (PDC), in a building that Oracle sold earlier this year (the “data center”

Status of Oracle’s Pleasanton Data Center

10
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1

occupied a relatively small portion of a very large building). On March 20, 2009, Oracle notified

2

Defendants of the building’s sale and explained that in the process of moving the servers and

3

systems, due to their age and fragility and related issues, it was possible some alteration of data

4

could occur. Oracle invited Defendants to let Oracle know if these issues caused them concern so

5

that the Parties could bring the issues to the Court. On March 24, 2009, Defendants responded

6

that based on Oracle’s assurances that it was taking reasonable efforts to ensure that the move

7

would not impair or alter any functionality or data, Defendants did not see a reason to raise the

8

issue with the Court.

9

After several months of investigation and related preservation efforts, Oracle has now

10

concluded that it is not feasible to move and reconnect the systems. The primary reason again

11

relates to the age and fragility of the systems, which have become increasingly unstable and are

12

built on hardware much of which is no longer supported by the vendors. Oracle has concluded

13

that attempting to reconnect the systems after a move could result in data loss or

14

impairment (indeed, leaving them running in place could have the same effect at some unknown

15

future point). At the same time, Oracle must vacate the premises in December. Accordingly,

16

Oracle is taking reasonable measures to preserve the data under the circumstances, including (at

17

great expense) taking forensic images of all machines where possible, and taking additional or

18

other forms of backup where possible. These efforts are in addition to the separate preservation

19

and production efforts Oracle has undertaken throughout the case, including production of various

20

databases Defendants have requested that feed Customer Connection, log files from Customer

21

Connection, and more. Oracle believes, and Defendants do not contend to the contrary below or

22

in any meet and confer communications, that the relevant information from and about Customer

23

Connection was produced in this case long ago. However, Customer Connection itself must be

24

shut down in mid-November so that Oracle may vacate the building in time.

25

Oracle updated Defendants with this new information on September 22 and asked them to

26

raise any concerns now so that the Parties may discuss them with the Court, if necessary. Since

27

Defendants have Oracle’s Customer Connection-related productions and have been able to access

28

Customer Connection itself for the better part of two years (and may continue to do so until the
11
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1

system shuts down), and since the system shutdown will take place only a short time before the

2

fact discovery cut-off on December 4, Oracle does not believe the shutdown of these servers and

3

systems should present problems for Defendants. Oracle will continue to work with Defendants

4

on access to Customer Connection before the shut-down, if Defendants so desire.

5

Defendants’ concerns below appear to focus on expert discovery, which they have long

6

contended should be running simultaneously with percipient discovery. To the extent Defendants

7

contend that they would be able to re-open percipient discovery after it closes in the guise of

8

expert discovery, Oracle disagrees. To the extent Defendants want access to Customer

9

Connection, for either themselves or their experts, they have had it but not used it in over a year.

10

However, Oracle is willing to provide any access it can to Defendants and their experts between

11

now and the shut-down, and requests the Court’s assistance in fashioning a protocol for that

12

access so that Defendants will have whatever they need for their expert reports.

13

Defendants’ Position: Defendants’ counsel just learned yesterday that Oracle intends to

14

shut down Customer Connection and thus need time to consult with Defendants’ representatives

15

and experts before responding in substance to this issue. However, it is worth noting the obvious

16

fact that Plaintiffs bear the burden of proof with respect to their claims relating to Customer

17

Connection and Defendants intend to hold Plaintiffs to their burden. Defendants reserve all rights

18

with respect to this issue and Plaintiffs should be required to bear all responsibility and

19

consequences that flow from Plaintiffs unilateral business decision to sell its Pleasanton Data

20

Center and shut down Customer Connection.

21

Defendants also note that this business decision by Plaintiffs could seriously prejudice

22

Defendants’ experts’ ability to respond to Plaintiffs’ experts reports. Plaintiffs’ experts reports

23

are not due until November 16, 2009, ironically just two weeks before Oracle has indicated that it

24

is shutting down Customer Connection. Defendants are not even required to designate their

25

rebuttal experts until January 22, 2010 and Defendants’ expert reports are not due until February

26

26, 2010. The expert discovery cut-off is April 23, 2010. Thus, of the approximately twenty-two

27

weeks available for expert discovery after Plaintiffs experts reports are served, Plaintiffs only

28

intend to have Customer Connection up for at most two weeks. In order words, if Plaintiffs
12
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1

continue with their current business plans, Defendants will be deprived of access to Customer

2

Connection for over ninety percent of the expert discovery period after Plaintiffs submit their

3

expert reports. Defendants will meet and confer with Oracle on this issue, but do not agree to the

4

decommissioning of Customer Connection in any way that would preclude Defendants’ experts

5

ongoing, full functioning, access to it during the entire expert discovery period, and if necessary,

6

even leading up to and during the trial of this case.

7

7.

8

Oracle’s Position: At the August 25 Discovery Conference, the Parties discussed with the

9

Supervisory Board Documents

Court the discrepancy between the deposition testimony of Hasso Plattner, Chairman of the SAP

10

AG Supervisory Board, and Defendants’ document production. Mr. Plattner testified about a

11

Supervisory Board meeting at which TN was discussed, but for which Defendants have not

12

produced minutes; he also described a one-page TN report that was presented at that meeting,

13

also not in Defendants’ production. Defendants have maintained they cannot find these

14

documents, but when reviewing his deposition transcript, Mr. Plattner did not change his

15

testimony, and Defendants have been unable to explain that discrepancy in meet and confer.

16

Oracle requested at the last Conference that Defendants be required to conduct a more

17

exhaustive search that included consultation with Mr. Plattner and to provide a certified

18

explanation of the discrepancy, including why Defendants are unable to produce documents their

19

Chairman has said existed and that he reviewed and believed were still available. While the

20

official transcript of the Conference is not available, Oracle’s recollection is that the Court agreed

21

that Defendants should provide a more detailed, certified description of their search, including by

22

consulting directly with Mr. Plattner.

23

On September 18, three weeks after that conference, Oracle inquired when Defendants

24

expected to provide the detailed description. Defendants responded that they instead intended to

25

provide supplemental errata to Mr. Plattner’s deposition transcript. As the time for errata has

26

long passed – and, indeed, Mr. Plattner provided extensive errata once already, which did not

27

change his testimony about these documents – Oracle believes this response is inappropriate, and

28

objected to Defendants’ suggestions on September 21. Oracle requests that the Court order
13
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1

Defendants to provide the detailed description of their search for the documents, and their

2

explanation of the discrepancy between Mr. Plattner’s testimony and the discovery record, in

3

certified form by a date certain.

4

Defendants’ Position: Mr. Plattner testified during his deposition that he recalled a

5

Supervisory Board meeting prior to the TN acquisition by SAP where the TN acquisition was

6

discussed. He also testified that he believed a document was presented during the meeting.

7

Despite extensive efforts, Defendants have not located any document matching the description

8

provided by Mr. Plattner during his deposition. Defendants have repeatedly told Oracle during

9

the meet and confer process on this subject that the document has not been located, there is no

10

objective indication that it ever existed and that Defendants do not believe there were any

11

Supervisory Board meetings related to TN prior to the acquisition of TN by SAP. Defendants’

12

representations in this regard are consistent not only with information obtained during

13

Defendants’ recent investigation into this issue, but also with the testimony of Defendants’ other

14

executives who have also been deposed in this case.

15

Since the meet and confer efforts began on this topic, and continuing after the last

16

discovery conference, Defendants have conducted an exhaustive search that included consultation

17

with Mr. Plattner and a review of locations where the Supervisory Board assistants collected and

18

maintained all Supervisory Board materials. Because Oracle rejected Defendants offer to provide

19

a supplemental errata for Mr. Plattner’s testimony, and in an effort to bring closure to this issue,

20

Defendants have agreed to provide further explanation in the form of several declarations which

21

will contain a description of the efforts undertaken to determine whether the document at issue

22

ever existed, as well as a clarification to Mr. Plattner’s prior testimony. However, Defendants’

23

declarations on this topic should not be construed as a waiver of either the attorney-client

24

privilege or work product immunity.

25
26

8.

Oracle’s Production of Inter-Entity Agreements
Defendants’ Position: Oracle continues to produce large numbers of inter-Oracle

27

entity agreements requested by Defendants on the first day of discovery. This includes 42 such

28

agreements produced the day before the filing of this Joint Discovery Statement, months after an
14
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1

April 14, 2009 Rule 30(b)(6) deposition to which the agreements pertain, and just 3 days before

2

the Court-ordered continuation of that deposition. Defendants have been voicing their concerns

3

about Oracle’s sporadic and untimely production of such agreements since at least the June 24,

4

2008 Joint Discovery Conference Statement. Id. at 28 (“In addition, Defendants believe that

5

Oracle’s production of assignment agreements and license agreements that purportedly exist

6

between Oracle International Corporation (the copyright holder), Oracle Corporation, and Oracle

7

USA may be incomplete and are meeting and conferring with Oracle’s counsel to determine

8

whether that is the case.”). As discussed at the last discovery conference, the parties dispute

9

whether Oracle’s ongoing production of such agreements violates the terms of this Court’s June

10

26, 2009 order on Defendants’ copyright motion to compel. Order at 3 (“No later than June 29,

11

2009, Plaintiffs shall confirm in writing that they have produced all inter-Oracle entity

12

agreements relating to the acquisition, assignment, or transfer of the Registered Works located

13

after a diligent search of all locations at which such materials might plausibly exist.”).

14

Defendants are not requesting that the Court resolve that dispute at this time. However,

15

Defendants believe that it is essential that Oracle complete its production of these key documents

16

immediately. Defendants thus request that the Court order Oracle to complete its production of

17

all relevant inter-Oracle entity agreements no later than 2 weeks from the date of the discovery

18

conference, i.e. October 14, 2009.

19

Oracle’s Position: At the last discovery conference, the Court and Parties discussed the

20

Court’s June 26, 2009 Order on Defendants’ copyright motion to compel. The Order provides that

21

Plaintiffs were to “confirm in writing that they have produced all inter-Oracle entity agreements

22

relating to the acquisition, assignment, or transfer of the Registered Works located after a diligent

23

search of all locations at which such materials might plausibly exist” by June 29. See Order at 3,

24

D.I. 328. Defendants had contended that Oracle had failed to comply with the order because,

25

“whether they fall within the literal language of the order or not. . . .[,] they should have been

26

produced a long time ago.” Transcript of Joint Discovery Conference, August 25, 2009, at 33:22-

27

25. Oracle explained that its post-June 29 productions were not governed by the order because

28
15
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1

any subsequently-produced agreements did not relate to the acquisition, assignment or transfer of

2

IP rights.

3

Since the last hearing, Oracle has produced some additional inter-entity

4

agreements. These agreements fall into three categories. The first category are agreements

5

relating to Siebel. The June 26 order was entered into before Siebel copyrights were added to the

6

case, and therefore did not extend to Siebel-specific documents. Nonetheless, on July 15, 2009,

7

pursuant to the Parties’ stipulation and the Court’s June 11, 2009 Case Management and Pretrial

8

Order regarding Siebel discovery, Oracle produced Siebel-related inter-entity agreements. Oracle

9

recently discovered a production error related to this Siebel production that resulted in one

10

document being produced twice and another document (which is an exclusive license) not being

11

produced at all. Oracle immediately corrected the error and produced the one missing

12

document. The second category related to additional inter-entity agreements that do not involve

13

exclusive licenses, and thus do not fall within the Court’s June 26, 2009 Order because they also

14

do not affect the transfer or ownership of intellectual property rights. The majority of these

15

agreements are three pages or fewer, and most of those are discrete rate changes. The final

16

category involves documents dated or after October 31, 2008. The Parties’ discovery timeline

17

agreement cuts off the production of documents with dates as of October 31, 2008. However, as

18

an ongoing business, Oracle is continuing to modify its structure in ways that arguably relate to

19

the cost structure of products that are relevant to this case, and that arguably affect the calculation

20

of future profits. Accordingly, Oracle voluntarily produced documents not called for by the

21

Parties’ date cut-off that reflected updates to previously produced documents or product cost

22

allocations. Although Oracle believes it is more efficient, and reasonable, to rely on the October

23

31, 2008 agreement, Oracle also recognizes the arguable relevance of these later dated

24

documents. However, Oracle requests a ruling from the Court that provides a finite end to the

25

ongoing production of these documents, as it reasonably expects continuing updates and changes

26

similar to what it has already produced that will occur after the discovery cut-off (and potentially

27

even after the expert discovery cut-off). Oracle suggests that a date cut off of September 15, 2009

28

is a reasonable compromise between the Parties’ mutual desire to have current information, and
16
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1

the need for finality to prepare expert reports and analyses. The Court’s guidance would be

2

helpful, so that the Parties are clear about their obligations going forward in this regard. Oracle

3

believes that both Parties can accurately measure Oracle’s post-October 31, 2008 damages

4

according to Oracle’s pre-October 31, 2008 structure, and that a set of documents that extend the

5

deadline by nearly a year is more than reasonable.

6

Finally, in an abundance of caution and without Court guidance regarding the October 31,

7

2008 cut off, Oracle produced the post-October 31, 2008 documents in advance of the scheduled

8

Rule 30(b)(6) deposition of OIC so that Defendants could examine Oracle’s witness as to these

9

new documents. However, if Defendants would like more time before that deposition, Oracle is

10

willing to accommodate a rescheduling.

11

9.

12

Defendants’ Position: In the parties’ August 18, 2009 Joint Discovery Statement,

Oracle’s Production of (Non-Legacy) Customer-Specific Financial Reports

13

Defendants raised concerns about Oracle’s mid-August production of additional (non-legacy)

14

customer-specific financial reports for more than 50 customers after representing in May 2009

15

that its “April 21, 2009 supplemental production of financial reports [pursuant to this Court's

16

April 2 order] included any and all financial reports that could be located in reasonably available

17

databases after an extensive customer-by-customer search.” Id. at 14. In response, the Court

18

ordered that Oracle complete its production of customer-specific financial reports by September

19

15. On that date, Oracle made a massive supplemental production of customer-specific financial

20

reports. However, based on Defendants’ preliminary analysis, it appears that the production

21

contains a large volume of irrelevant data. For example, for 2 TN customers called Grupo

22

Convermex, S.A. DE C.V. and Grupo Galbani S.p.A., Oracle appears to have used the search

23

term "Grupo%," which produced 15,962 rows of data for 411 different customers. Defendants

24

are now forced to sift through all 15,962 rows of data to determine which of them are related to

25

these 2 TN customers. Similarly, for a single TN customer called By Referral Only, Oracle

26

appears to have used the search term "By%", which produced 2,718 rows of data for 106 different

27

customers. Only 64 of the 2,718 rows are relevant to this customer. Because the damages

28

portion of this case requires a customer-by-customer analysis, Defendants are forced to re-analyze
17
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1

already completed customers each time Oracle makes a belated production of additional

2

customer-specific financial reports. Oracle’s mass production of irrelevant data, and the

3

associated burden and expense it imposes, has compounded this problem. Defendants are

4

analyzing the additional time and expense this belated production will cause and may seek

5

reimbursement of costs from Oracle.

6

Oracle’s Position: On April 21, 2009, Oracle did produce the customer-specific financial

7

reports that it could locate after an extensive customer-by-customer search. However, over the

8

summer, through the review of thousands of pages of customer contracts, from additional

9

research and analysis of individual customer corporate affiliations, and from comparing the

10

produced customer-specific financial reports with the thousands of pages of produced customer

11

contracts, Oracle determined that there may be additional customer names under which additional

12

relevant financial reports might exist. Using these new potential names, Oracle undertook the

13

effort to search for additional relevant customer-specific financial reports. For some customers,

14

Oracle tried over ten different searches of potential names before finding a relevant financial

15

report that could be validated when compared against the produced contracts.

16

Because of the repetition of searching for increasingly difficult to find customers, and to

17

ensure relevant data was not excluded, Oracle broadened its search terms for financial reports.

18

Recognizing the difficulty of the exercise that Oracle undertook to locate relevant reports, when

19

Oracle produced them on September 15, 2009, Oracle described its efforts in detail and told

20

Defendants that if they were having trouble finding data, that they should “please let us know so

21

we can further investigate or point you to the data we believe to be relevant.” The production

22

cover letter is attached as Exhibit B.

23

Defendants did not accept this offer and, instead, the day before filing this Statement with

24

the Court, first complained about the burden of being “forced to sift” through the produced

25

reports, and now reiterates those complaints here. Oracle remains willing and ready to help

26

Defendants locate what Oracle believes to be complete and relevant data in Oracle’s production,

27

should Defendants wish to work with Oracle.

28
18
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Finally, Defendants’ suggestion that they may seek reimbursement of costs associated

2

with reviewing Oracle’s timely production of customer specific financial reports is improper and

3

not supported by applicable law. In October 2008, the Parties reached an agreement, heavily

4

negotiated, as to the form of financial reports that would be exchanged. Pursuant to that

5

agreement, Oracle produced customer-specific financial reports in the form such reports are

6

ordinarily maintained, and in a reasonably usable form - Excel spreadsheets - which are easily

7

searchable with the use of common knowledge such as using the “Find” function, and without

8

requiring any expertise.

9
10

10.

Defendants’ Subpoena of Documents from PeopleSoft v. Oracle case

Defendants’ Position: In 2003, PeopleSoft, Inc. sued Oracle Corporation in Alameda

11

County Superior Court. The San Francisco law firm of Folger, Levin & Kahn LLP (“Folger

12

Levin”) represented PeopleSoft in that action. PeopleSoft alleged, in connection with Oracle’s

13

unsolicited bid to acquire PeopleSoft, that Oracle “deliberately set out to create and has succeeded

14

in creating fear, uncertainty and doubt among PeopleSoft’s customers, prospective customers and

15

others” and had “embarked on a campaign of disinformation in an attempt to cripple PeopleSoft’s

16

ability to sell its software . . . .” PeopleSoft also alleged that “Oracle’s CFO, Jeff Henley, told a

17

press conference that Oracle did not intend to ‘keep [PeopleSoft] alive” and that “Oracle’s

18

Executive Vice President and a member of its board, Safra Catz, admitted in an internal email:

19

‘we really won’t be continuing [PeopleSoft’s] product line.” The essence of the complaint was

20

that Oracle was deliberately scaring away PeopleSoft’s customers in order to reduce the value of

21

PeopleSoft and allow Oracle to acquire it more cheaply.

22

In this case, Oracle alleges that SAP undertook marketing efforts “designed to exacerbate

23

and leverage perceived, albeit unfounded, PeopleSoft and JDE customer uncertainty about the

24

prospects for long-term, quality support from Oracle.” Fourth Amended Complaint, ¶ 83. As

25

part of its defense in this case, Defendants contend that uncertainty among the PeopleSoft and

26

JDE customer base was not “unfounded” and did contribute to customers electing to leave Oracle.

27

Thus, evidence of the actions Oracle itself took to create fear and uncertainty among the

28

PeopleSoft and JDE customer bases is relevant to the issue of causation (i.e., why PeopleSoft and
19
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JDE customers chose to leave Oracle).
To explore this issue further, and after informally conferring with Folger Levin and

3

Plaintiffs’ counsel during the past two weeks in an attempt to reach an agreement on the

4

production of the requested documents, Defendants have recently served a subpoena on Folger

5

Levin for certain non-privileged documents in its litigation files from the PeopleSoft v. Oracle

6

case. In a preliminary discussion prior to serving the subpoena, Oracle’s counsel raised concerns

7

about the subpoena, citing privilege and burden issues. Although Folger Levin’s objections to the

8

subpoena are not yet due, Defendants bring this to the Court’s attention at this time so that to the

9

extent Plaintiffs wish to voice any concerns about privilege or the alleged burden of the inquiry,

10

the Parties can seek the Court’s guidance on those issues now so that the subpoena can be

11

modified, if necessary.

12

Judge Legge addressed a distinct issue in his March 14, 2008 Report and

13

Recommendations Re Discovery Hearing No. 1 (Dkt. 66). Specifically, he addressed the issue

14

whether Oracle should be required to search its files related to the DOJ’s 2004 antitrust action

15

against Oracle in responding to certain discovery requests. At that early stage of discovery, Judge

16

Legge denied that request without prejudice. The Folger Levin subpoena is directed to a separate

17

state court action for unfair competition. Thus, given the difference in the requests at issue and

18

Judge Legge’s previous denial without prejudice, Defendants believe that Judge Legge’s decision

19

has no impact on this subpoena.

20

Oracle’s Position: After learning of Defendants’ intent to serve this third-party subpoena

21

from Folger Levin, Oracle immediately initiated a discussion with Defendants about the potential

22

subpoena topics, particularly whether the subpoena would focus on specific customers

23

(Defendants’ counsel said it would not). On September 21, only two days before this Statement

24

was due, Defendants served Oracle with a notice of intent to serve the subpoena, the first

25

opportunity Oracle had to review its scope. Now that Oracle has the subpoena, which has a

26

response date of October 7, it will review it in consultation with Folger Levin and meet and

27

confer with Defendants. Oracle further notes that Judge Legge denied Defendants’ effort to

28

obtain the same discovery from the related antitrust case brought against Oracle by the
20
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1

Department of Justice – in which Judge Legge served as a Special Master – finding that “[t]he

2

subject matter of the two proceedings, the 2004 antitrust proceeding and this downloading case,

3

are different.” March 14, 2008 Report and Recommendations Re Discovery Hearing No. 1

4

(Docket Item 66) at 8.

5

11.

6

Defendants’ Position: Defendants have numerous discovery requests that have been

Defendants Request Deadlines for Oracle to Respond to Certain Discovery

7

outstanding too long and that Oracle needs to commit to responding to by a date certain. If

8

Oracle does not provide reasonable dates before the discovery conference, then Defendants will

9

request the Court to order deadlines for the following:

10

a.

Siebel Financial information - Defendants asked Plaintiffs to produce

11

financial information for two Siebel entities comparable to what Plaintiffs have produced

12

information for one of the entities, but not the other.

13

b.

30(b)(6) depositions – Defendants have requested, and Plaintiffs have yet

14

to provide, dates for 30(b)(6) depositions of Plaintiffs on the topic of the alleged harm to

15

Plaintiffs’ Siebel-related computers.

16

In addition, Defendants believe that Plaintiffs failed to produce a sufficiently

17

knowledgeable witness on the topics of the contents of Plaintiff’s customer specific financial

18

reports and Plaintiffs’ support cancellation rates and related reports. The parties are meeting and

19

conferring on these issues.

20
21

Oracle’s Position: The facts are different from what Defendants state.
a.

Siebel Financial Information – On September 15, 2009, Oracle produced

22

quarterly income statements, balance sheets and trial balance reports for Siebel Systems, Inc from

23

1/1/06 - 10/31/08. Oracle produced this information along with its production of similar

24

information for the other three plaintiffs: Oracle USA, Inc., Oracle International Corporation, and

25

Oracle EMEA Ltd. Moreover, Oracle’s September 15 production of analyses purporting to show

26

product profitability included Siebel.

27
28

Defendants’ also seek information for the non-plaintiff entity Siebel Systems Ireland Ltd.,
which corresponds to their previous request for non-plaintiff-entity financial information.
21
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1

Defendants have stated they seek non-plaintiff information to determine to the flow of payments

2

between Oracle entities. However, Oracle has repeatedly informed Defendants that the

3

documents they seek will not answer that question, and that instead, they should use previously-

4

produced documents to make such determinations. To allow Defendants to test these assertions,

5

on September 15, Oracle produced the requested information for three non-plaintiff entities,

6

chosen by Defendants, with the understanding that Defendants could review that data and see for

7

themselves whether that data showed the relevant inter-company transfers prior to engaging in the

8

burden of further production. Defendants have yet to contact Oracle to make such a showing.

9

Once they do, Oracle will meet and confer with them.

10
11

b.

Rule 30(b)(6) Depositions
(i)

Harm to Siebel-Related Computers: Oracle has repeatedly

12

assured Defendants that it is working diligently to secure a date for this topic and given timely

13

updates on its progress. The witness who testified previously on the analogous topic for

14

PeopleSoft and JDE lives in Germany and has been on vacation and unavailable for an extended

15

period. Oracle was able to confer with that witness today regarding the substance and logistics of

16

this Rule 30(b)(6) topic, and Oracle expects to be able to identify its witness, secure availability

17

for that witness, and provide Defendants with a date immediately thereafter.

18

(ii)

Customer Specific Financial Reports: On August 12, 2009,

19

Defendants took Oracle’s Rule 30(b)(6) deposition regarding Oracle’s customer-specific financial

20

reports and support cancellation rates. Defendants have since requested additional information

21

about the customer-specific financial reports, most of which both seem irrelevant to damages

22

calculations and seek information regarding over 200 field entries in these reports that were not

23

included in Defendants’ notice. The Parties continue to meet and confer about those requests.

24

(iii)

Cancellation Reports: Defendants seek a cancellation reports

25

Rule 30(b)(6) deposition covering a legacy period that, despite diligent efforts, Oracle has unable

26

to obtain from its current or legacy systems. Defendants have recently pointed Oracle to evidence

27

suggesting that such reports may have been available in 2006. Although Oracle still does not

28

believe that the reports are currently available, given its prior efforts, it will investigate the reports
22
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1

Defendants have inquired about. As with the customer-specific financial reports, the Parties

2

continue to meet and confer.

3

12.

4

Oracle’s Position: On August 14, 2009, Oracle served a Rule 30(b) deposition notice on

5

SAP regarding Siebel. Defendants have not yet provided witnesses or dates for Topics 5, 7, or 8.

6

Oracle needs these depositions scheduled so that its experts may rely on SAP’s testimony in

7

preparing their reports. Oracle will consider Defendants’ suggestion, made below for the first

8

time, to provide responsive information in written form. However, as this notice is for a “new”

9

Siebel deposition, not a continuation of prior deposition topics, it does not believe that format will

10
11

Oracle Requests Deadlines for Defendants to Respond to Certain Discovery

be acceptable.
Defendants’ Position: Defendants believe it may be most efficient if they provide the

12

information sought by Topics 5, 7 and 8 in written form. Oracle has agreed to this procedure with

13

respect to other topics. As part of the ongoing meet and confer, Defendants will discuss and

14

attempt to resolve this issue without need for the Court’s intervention.

15

13.

16

Defendants are in the process of preparing the supplemental responses to Interrogatories

Extension of Time to Supplement Responses to Interrogatories 13 and 14

17

13 and 14, as required by this Court’s August 31, 2009 Order. Defendants need a short amount of

18

additional time to get those responses finalized and served. Defendants have requested, and

19

Plaintiffs have agreed to, a two-day extension for Defendants’ supplemental response to

20

Interrogatory 13, which makes the new deadline September 23, 2009. Defendants have requested,

21

and Plaintiffs have agreed to, a nine-day extension for Defendants’ supplemental response to

22

Interrogatory 14, which makes the new deadline October 9, 2009. Oracle notes that it is

23

concerned about the impact of these later dates on its experts’ ability to rely on these

24

supplemental responses, and further reserves the right to seek expedited relief if it believes

25

Defendants’ responses are not sufficient. Defendants seek the Court’s approval of these agreed,

26

extended deadlines.
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1

14.

2

The Parties are in the process of negotiating a stipulation and/or a set of stipulations

Stipulation Regarding Authenticity and/or Admissibility of Certain Records

3

regarding the authenticity and/or admissibility of certain records produced by the Parties. The

4

Parties are very close to finalizing one such stipulation and expect to briefly discuss that

5

particular stipulation with the Court during the September 30 Discovery Conference.
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DATED: September 23, 2009

JONES DAY

9
10

By:

11
12

/s/ Jason McDonell
Jason McDonell
Attorneys for Defendants
SAP AG, SAP AMERICA, INC., and
TOMORROWNOW, INC.

13
14
15

In accordance with General Order No. 45, Rule X, the above signatory attests that
concurrence in the filing of this document has been obtained from the signatory below.

16
17

DATED: September 23, 2009

BINGHAM McCUTCHEN LLP

18
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By:

/s/ Bree Hann
Bree Hann
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Oracle USA, Inc., Oracle International
Corporation, Oracle EMEA Limited, and
Siebel Systems, Inc.
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